Type
Japanesse
green

Name
Uji matcha

price
58-

Region/country
Kyoto/japan

Description
Fine powder tea, grown in Uji Kyoto, using
traditional stone mill griding. Fresh, strong
tea with lots of aroma.

2

Japanesse
green

Uji Schegcha jubuzan

68-

Kyoto/japan

Natural farmed tea, produced in the slope
of Jubuzan, near kyoto. Long lasting taste
with floral flavor.
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Chinesse
green

Shi Feng LongJing

58

Zhejiang/china

Superior grade LongJing, first plucked spring
Tea from ShiFeng Mountain. Nutty aroma
combined with a sweet vegetal flavor with
of floral. Most unforgettable feature of this
tea is its strong aftertaste.
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Chinesse
green

Zhu Ye Qing

68-

Sichuan/china

Single bud and leaf, handpicked in early
spring from MengShan of Sichuan province.
The tender leaf gives a clear liguor with
intense flowery notes, with a subtle nutty
flavor.
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Chinesse
green

Ling Yun Mao Jian

58-

GuangXi/china

Early spring tea produced in GuangXi. On
first brew tea gives a buttery sweet corn
aroma with a milky drinking feeling. Second

1

brew gives a slight nutty aroma with light
orchid fragrance.
6

Chinesse
green

Xin Yang Mao Jian

58-

HeNan/china

On first brew the aroma og the leaves
evokes sweet corn and slight grassiness. Tea
gives a hint of nutty flavor, like chickpea. On
second brew tea gives a sweet aroma like
steamed rice cakes. Leaves a lingering
comfortable aftertaste that last a long time.
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Chinese
black

Keemum

58-

An Hui/china

One of the 3 major black teas in the world.
Gives a unique rose flowery aroma with
sweet taste. Bought from the same
manufacture that produces the birthday tea
for the English queen. Goes well with milk.
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Chinese
black

Red Phoenix

58-

Guang Dong
china

Limited tea, made as a hobby project from
the manufacture of phoenix olong.
Collected from WuDong Shan, that is the
best place for Phoenix Olong.
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Chinese
black

Lapsang Soudong
(Jin Juan Mei)

68-

Fujian/china

First black tea to appear in history. Also the
original tea of the earl grey tea. Partners
good with smoky whiskey.
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Chinese
black

Ying Hong no.9

48-

Guang Dong /
china

Tea is made from leaves from wild tea trees
in early springs. The dry leaves smells like
curation, with a hint of grapes and dried
nuts. Has complex layers of flavor, like
sweet suger, malt and prune.
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Chinese
yellow

MengDing Huand Ya

88-

Sichuan/china

It used to be the tribute tea for the china
emperor. Tea is full body character, yet
perfectly balanched between body and
aftertaste. Gives a sweet and round taste,
very delicate. It is suitable for those who
wish to enjoy the taste of pure tea.
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White

Silver needle

48-

Fujian /china

This tea is from FuDing. The light fermented
leaf gives a delicate yet sweet after taste.
This tea can be brewed in cold water to give
a interesting results.
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Olong

Phoenix / Jin Yu Lan

58-

Guang Dong /
china

Tea tree is 100+year. Altitude 800. Tea gives
a uplifting fragrance with a full bodied and
delightfull aftertaste, reminiscent of malt
sugar. Subsequent brewing gives a hint of
fruity note like honey dew.
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Anxi

Tie Guang Yin Lan Yun

58-

Fujian/China

Gives a fresh aroma with a hint of floral
fragrance like orchid. Its deep and richy
sweet flavor lingers for a long time in youre
throad.
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Puer ripe

Bulong wang 2007

88-

YunNan/China

Bulong shan is one of the 4 famous
production areas in YunNan province. Tea is
produced from old teatrees. The brewed
leaves with slight roasted note. Slight
macadamia nut flavor. Strong bodied and
aftertaste. Lingers for a long time.
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Puer ripe

Loa Ban Zhang 2006
Natural wild tree

88-

Menghai Yun
Nan

Gives a outstanding strong body with flavor
like wild raw honey and hint of vegetal and
floral notes. Develops very intense honey
note after aging for 10 year.
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Puer ripe

XiaGung golden tips
Ripe two 2007

88-

Yunan/china

This ripe tea is produced from golden tips of
naturally farmed old tea tree. The tea bud
produces a very unique drinking feeling. Like
snow melting in the mouth. Taste is gentle,
delicate and soft that reminds of raw
chocolate.
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Puer ripe

Menghai ripe 2006

88-

Yunan/china

We selected small tea cakes from the tea
garden, that is located about 50km from the
border of Myanmar. The altitude is around
2000m. it gives sweet dry fruity flavor that
reminds of dry jujube (berry

19

Flower

Rose damascene

48-

XingJing/china

Damascene rose is usually used for the
perfume industry. This is the rose grown in
desert with no pesticide. Very sweet honey
like flavor.
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Flower

Camomilie AnHui

48-

Anhui/china

The flower grown in the yellow mountains.
Plucked in early fall. Fruity and herbal. It
good with added sugar.
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Flower

Sweet olive

48-

GuangXi/china

The flower is used in the perfume industry.
Picked in September/October. Used as a
medicine against toothpain and throat pain.
Sweet flavored.
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Scented

Rose Jasmine pearl

48-

Fujian / china

Using early spring green tea buds, scented
6-7 times with fresh jasmine flower and
rose. Gives a creamy mouth feel and a
comfortable aftertaste.

Tea
ferment

